
GO! Chassi® Mbox®: 58"Wx21"Dx16"H
Towers: 2 - 72"Aluminum tri-pods
Bulbs: Magnafire 3000®, 2 - 750w, 2 -
25,200 lumens
Battery: Caterpillar® 400 amp hours
Inverter: 1000w, 50 amp
Recharger: 50 amp, 3 stage
Run time: 4.5 hours

BG561 GO! Chassi® Lighthouse™ Mobile Lighting $6,995.95

The GO! Chassi® Lighthouse™ line brings up to 100,000 lumens where needed, quickly
and safely. Featuring high intensity lighting and onboard power, the GO! Chassi®

Lighthouse™ is the solution for first responders and other dusk to dawn service providers
in various commercial and municipal markets. Designed for demanding Homeland
Security applications, the GO! Chassi® Lighthouse™ services environments where application
readiness and rapid deployment are mandatory. The versatile line is designed for single
person operation and can direct light while being carried by a vehicle or 
lowered and rolled to a scene. By using the quick detach feature, either Light Tower can
be removed and safely deployed using built-in tri-pods. Storage of the GO! Chassi®

Lighthouse™ is simple and direct, freeing up tight quarters for other mission-critical pieces
of equipment. GO! Chassi® Mbox® and GO! Chassis® Just Hitch & GO! can be purchased
separately. Visit edarley.com/gochassi for
complete specifications and details.

Crosslay and speedlay protectors
Compartment protectors

Tray protectors
Simple installation

Custom Apparatus Covers
D&S Custom Covers produce high-quality, protective products for fire trucks. Speed
is of the most importance and all of our covers are manufactured to give firemen the
quickest access possible and still protect. The materials that we use is the highest
quality available. Our covers are produced to meet or exceed N.F.P.A. Standards. The
standard tarping material is  22 oz. per yard, and meets stringent industry standards.
This material comes in eight colors. (Black, Red, Blue, Green, Yellow, White, Orange,
and Gray). 40 oz. material is also offered (black only) which is used in special 
applications only. Covers are fastened using our patented fastening system which
uses Teflon “J” hooks and a special produced shock cord which goes through the
hem of our tarps. The Teflon hooks are fastened to the fire truck by stainless steel
machine screws. By using this system, the tarp will always fit weather changes.  
Overloading your hose bed and even walking on the hose bed, the cover will stay
tight and not tear. Contact your Darley representative for pricing and options.

Features:

The Super Command Cabinets are fabricated from special MDO plywood and
covered with marine-grade carpet materials. For added durability, edges are
trimmed with PVC bumper strip installed into a machine slotted edge. Super
Command Cabinets uses the highest quality hardware in the industry, making them
transferable from vehicle to vehicle for many years to come. Shelves can be
removed and mounted in an aluminum channel for flexibility drawers and doors
include adjustable compression-style latches, swing open and sliding doors are
available and all drawer slides. All cabinets come with the best 6-year warranty in
the industry.

Cat# Description Dimensions Price
BC120 Super Command Cabinets 44"Wx22"Hx26"D $1,695.95
BC121 Super Command Cabinets 47"Wx22"Hx26"D $1,695.95

Super Command Cabinets
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